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ABSTRACT. The causes and nature of ice-sheet radio-echo internal reflections at
deep layers in polar icc sheets arc discussed, based on the dielectric properties of ice
that have been measured at microwave frequency and radio freq uency. The reflection
coefficients of electromagnetic waves in ice sheets due to two causes the change in
permittivity induced by changes in crystal-orientation fabrics with depth, and changes
in conductivity induced by changes in acidity with depth - were derived respectively
as a [uIJction of the frequency used in radar sounding and the temperature of ice, and
both were compared quantitatively. It is shown that at single-plane boundaries the
reflection coefficients due to the former cause are independent of [req uency and
temperature and that they are large enough to produce dominant internal reflections.
In contrast, reflection coefficients due to the latter cause strongly depend on frequency
and temperature. Since they are inversely proportional to the frequency, the latter
cause can be dominant only when frequencies below about 60 NIHz are used.
Examination of previous observational data has suggested that not only changes in
acidity but also changes in crystal-orientation fabrics cxist at depths corresponding to
the dates of earlier volcanic eruptions.

INTRODUCTION

Radio-echo sounding ::RES) of ice sheets is commonly
used to investigate their internal structure and extent at
frequencies betwecn ten and scveral hundred yIHz
(Robin and others, 1969; Bogorodsky and others, 1985).
Changes in radar returns are caused by changes in the
complex permittivity, c *= c ,_ ic II, of layers of ice that
comprise the ice sheets. Internal reflection horizons from
within the ice sheets are often observed and several causes
of these changes in the complex permittivity have been
proposed. They are (1) density fluctuation, (2) changes in
conductivity due to changes in acid concentration, and
(3) changes in crystal-orientation fabrics (ice fabrics).

Density fluctuation can account for echoes at depths
above about 1500m ,e.g. Parcn and Robin, 1975;
Clough, 1977). I\"ear the surface of ice sheets, ice lenses
or more extensive features of melt or depth hoar may
cause changes in the permittivity and they are large
enough to cause large reflections. However, since density
contrasts bctween adjacent layers arc smoothed out
rapidly with increasing depth, the reflection horizons at
deeper layers cannot be eXplained by this mechanism.

Several of the internal reflection horizons have been
correlated to depths corresponding to the dates of large
volcanic eruptions (Millar, ]981a, b). Hammer (1980) has
shown that volcanic eruptions can produce an increase in
the level of acidity of precipitation in polar regions for one
or more years after the eruption. 1t is therefore tempting to
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assign changes in conductivity at radar frequencics that
lead to internal reflection horizons to changes in acidity.
Moore (1988) used changes in conductivity at low
freq uency (LF) arising from the presence of both acid
and salt impurities in an ice core to model the radar
reflections that would come from an ice sheet from which
the core was sampled. However, until recently, there has
been no study on the effect of acid impurities on the
e1cctrical properties of ice at frequencies appropriate for
RES. In order to investigate the effect of acid on the
dielectric properties of ice at the microwave frequency,
Fujita and others (1992) measured the complex permit-
tivity of artificially grown poIycrystalline ice containing
strong acids (H2S04, HN03 and HeI) at 9.7GHz. They
found a linear relation between the complex permittivity
and molarity of doped acid, which is independent of the
kind of acid. C sing this result and the LF-conductivity
data of ice cores, :'vIoore and Fujita (1993) compared the
microwave and LF range conductivity in artificial and
natural ice containing an acid impurity as a function of
acid concentration and temperature. They found that the
conductivity is almost the same at a microwave frequency
and at an LF, and showed that there is no evidence of
dielectric dispersion in conductivity arising from the
presence of acid impurity between two frequency ranges.
In addition, they found that the conductivity arising from
the presence of acid is well fitled by a model where
concentrated liquid acid at three grain boundaries forms a
network, earlier proposed by vVolffand Paren (1984) as an
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Dielectric anisotropy of E '

.de' = O.037(±0.007) + O.00006(±O.00009)T (4)

Z2, from a side of an enclosing layer with bulk impedance
Z1, the power-reflection coefficient (PRC) has been given
by Paren and Robin (1975) and Paren (1981) as follows

(2)

(3)

(Ia)

(Ib)

(Ie)

1

& '12R= 4e'

2 (2r.l)F = ,1sin - .
.\n

PRC = RsF

PRC due to density fluctuation and changes in ice fabrics
is calculated by Equations (1a) and (2). If the change in
impedance is only due to changes in dielectric loss, from
tan 15 to tan 15 + .d (tan 15), then Rs has been given by
Parcn and Robin (1975) and Parcn (1981) as

PRC due to changes in conductivity ansmg from the
changes in acidity is calculated using Equations (la) and
(3). A difference in phase by r./2 occurs between the
return signals of radio echo due to changes in
conductivity in Equation (3) and those due to changes
in permittivity in Equation (2) (\:loore, 1988).

Here, Rs is the reflection coefficient at a single plane
boundary. The factor "F" expresses the effect of
interference between waves that are reflected at the
upper boundary and lower boundary o[ the layer. Am is
the wavclength in the icc. Since F is a periodical fimction
o[ 1 and Am, the PRC is also a periodical [unction of them.
The properties of Rs are discussed first in this paper. The
eflect of F is discussed later.

If the change in impedance is only due to a change in
permittivity from 0:' Lo0:' + l5e" then Rs has been given
by Paren and Robin (1975) and Paren (1981) as

Fujita and others (1993a) measured e lie and 0: ~c at
9.7 GHz by the wave-guide method at temperatures
between 32.5° and 2.5°C. The difference between them
that they found, i.e. dielectric anisotropy, was gl\fen by
following equation

explanation for d.e. conductivity of polar ice. Therefore,
the properties of internal reflection can now be estimated
as a function of acid concentration, frequency and
temperature, because conductivity arising from the
presence of acid is known as a function of them.

On the other hand, it is well known that ice fabrics in
polar ice sheets change with depth. Harrison 1973)
proposed an hypothesis that the variation of icc fabrics was
one of the dominant causes of internal reflections.
However, this was not supported, mainly because the
dielectric anisotropy of ice, the difference between elle, e'
parallel to the c axis and e1-c, e' perpendicular to the c axis,
was unknown quantitatively at frequencies used in RES
until recently. Clough (1977) estimated that sharp
changes in crystal orientation may produce significant
reflection coetlicients if the anisotropy is as high as 1%.
Gow and Wi11iamson (1976) showed examples of sharp
changes in crystal orientation. They showed that the c axes
of ice containing volcanic ash are more tightly clustered
around the vertical than those in enclosing ice layers in the
Byrd Station core. Robin and \:fillar (1982) discussed the
possibility that the presence of additional acid impurities
in ice may change the mechanical properties of ice and
that consequently the radio-echo layers may indicate the
easy glide plane and hence the ice fabrics, as a possible
explanation of the coincidence between the depths of
internal reflection layers and the depths corre.§ponding to
the ages of the past volcanic eruptions.

Recently, Fujita and others (1993a) discovered that
the dielectric anisotropy, Lk' = elle - e~c' is 0.037
(± o.oon or 1.2% (± 0.2%) at 9.7 GHz. This value is
large enough that changes in icc fabrics produce
detectable internal reflections. Since Fujita and others
(1993b) confirmed that Lk' is of a similar magnitude at
frequencies around 5 .l\:fHz, .del is constant at frequencies
used in RES. Using .do:I, Fujita and Mae (1993)
calculated the dielectric permittivity tensors of ice in the
ice sheet at Mizuho Station, Antarctica, using the ice-
fabric data of the 700 m Mizuho ice core. They showed
that the changes in permittivity tensors between adjacent
depths were of the order of O.I% and were large enough
to produce dominant reflections.

In the light of new knowledge on the dielectric
properties of ice, in this paper, we estimate the possible
maximum reflection coefficients due to changes in ice
fabrics and those due to changes in conductivity, as a
function of frequency and temperature. The purpose of the
estimation is to assess and to compare the significance of
these two mechanisms. This leads to a conclusion that
changes in ice fabrics are the predominant cause of the
internal reflections at deep layers. In contrast, changes in
conductivity can be one of the dominant causes only when
frequencies below about 60 MHz are used. \\Then even
lower freq uencies are used, it is the predominant cause.

REFLECTION DUE TO CHANGES IN CRYSTAL.
ORIENTATION FABRICS

where T is the temperature expressed in cC. The
temperature-dependence of .de I is negligibly small in
the temperature range of the cryosphere. In addition, .de I

is constant at £i-equencies used in RES.

Reflection-coefficient calculation

\Vhen electromagnetic waves are normally incident on a
single layer which has thickness l, with bulk impedance

The contribution ofL1e' to the changes in permittivity
in icc sheets is formulated below. Fujita and Mae (1993)
expressed the component of the dielectric permittivity
tensor of polycrystalline ice as follows
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Changes in crystal-orientation fabrics

where 8Da is the change of Da at a boundary between
adjacent ice layers.

(8)

17~MHZ ~OOMHz

108 109
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where R is the gas constant, E is an activation energy
and TK is absolute temperature. C is the concentration of
acid or hydrogen ions in ice in molarity. Based on the
molar conductivity in the experimental results at
9.7GHz, we obtain ao=exp(IO.3)(Sm1mol1) and
E = 18.8 (kJ mol]) at temperatures between _5° and

Conductivity arising from the presence of acid
impurity

Moore and Fujita (1993) rewrote the increase in tan 15
arising from the presence of acid impurity in acid-doped
ice measured by Fujita and others (1992) at 9.7 GHz as
11101arconductivity that means an increase in conductiv-
ity due to acid equivalent to 1 mole per litre, using the
rela (ion between cond uctivi ty, a:xc, and tan 15,ax =
coE'27rftanr5. Here, EO is the permittivity in a vacuum.
Since the molar conductivity was well fitted by the
Arrhenius equation by Moore and Fujita (1993), ax can
be wri tten as

Fig. 1. The possihle maximum reflection coefficients ( Rs)
due to changes in Clystal-orientation fabrics (dashed bold
lines) and those due to changes in conductivi(y (wlid bold
lines) in ice against frequenq. The frequencies that were
ojten used in radar sounding in Antarctica by iVIil/ar
( 1981a, b) and by the Japanese Antarctic Research
Expedition are denoted ~y thin vertical dashed lines.
Parameters used in estimations are described in the text.

",

REFLECTION DUE TO CHANGES IN
CONDUCTIVITY

8Da was estimated as follows. If a randomly oriented ice
fabric changes suddenly at a boundary to a vertical
single-maximum pattern, 8Da becomes ~. Since a similar
contrast in ice fabrics is seen in the Byrd Station ice core
at a depth of 2006 m, reported by Gow and \Villiarnson
(1976), this value seems to be the realistic upper limit of
bDa that exists in ice sheets. Therefore, Rs was estimated
for values of 8Da between 0.1 and !. The calculated
results are shown in Figure I. In the figure, R•. is
expressed in dB. I t is between -60 and ~70 (dB) and
independent of both frequency and temperature, since
.dE' is independent of them.

(7)

(6)

(5)

, = I.dE'8DaI
2

Rs 4E'

1 IV

Da = "tVL cosej.
• j=l

In order to estimate possible 8Da in Equation (7) and the
thickness of the layers in actual ice sheets, we briefly
introduce some examplcs of changes in ice fabrics with
depth in actual polar ice sheets. An example is the study
by Gow and Williamson (1976) in which they showed the
variation of ice fabrics with depth in the Byrd Station ice
core in Antarctica. They investigated the ice fabrics of six
cloudy bands that contain visible volcanic glass shards
and the ice fabrics of the enclosing ice, and they found
that crystal axes tend to be more tightly clustered about
the vertical in the cloudy bands than those in the
enclosing icc at depths below 910 m. The thicknesscs of
each band were in the range from 1 mm to 6 ern. They
reported that as many as 2000 individual bands were
present in the Byrd Station ice cores, mostly in the zone
from 1200 to 1800m (Gow and Williamson, 1971).
Because the crystal sizes of such layers were always very
much smaller than those of the enclosing ice and had a
fragmented appearance, they pointed out that such layers
may also constitute zones of actual shear displacement in
the ice sheet. The ice-fabric pattcrn that they observed ill
the cloudy bands is often called a vertical singlc-
maximum pattern that is formed in a high-shear zone
~e.g. Russell-Head and Budd, 1979;. Another example is
the study by Thwaites and others (1984), who invest-
igated the relationship between borehole-closure rate and
ice fabrics in the ice corcs from Cape Folger, Antarctica.
They !(lUnd that closure rate was highly variable from one
depth to another and was closely related to the fabrics of
the ice. The zones at which the non-uniform closure
occurred were 0.5-3 m wide. This indicates that the
thicknesses of the layers in which the ice fabrics are
uniform arc of the same magnitude, at least at Cape Folger.

To calculate possible Rs from Equation (7), the
parameter 8Da should be estimated. It is apparent that
IiDa can easily be 0.1, on the basis of the variations in the
dielectric permittivity tensors of the J\:Iizuho ice core
given by Fujita and Mae (1993). A value of 0.1 means
that 10% of .dE' contributes to the changes in permit-
tivity between adjacent layers. The possible upper limit of

Here, Da was introduced as a factor that expresses the
degree of the contribution of .dE I to the component of the
dielectric permittivity tensor. It was assumed that
polycrystalline ice is composed of limitcd number, N, of
crystal grains. We took the angle between the electric field
vector of incident wave and the c axis of the jth grain as
ej. \Vhen electromagnetic vvaves reflect due to only the
changes in icc fabrics, Rs becomes, using .dE Iand Da,
from Equation (2) (Fujita and Mac, 1993)
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Substituting Equation (8) into (J'oo in Equation (9), Equa-
tion (9) becomes

-30"C. The increase in tan 8 ansmg from the acid
impurity in ice, Ll(tan 8), is

Ll(tan 8) = (J'o cxp( - E / RTK) C. (10)
cac '2K!

molecule of H2S04 and hydrogen ions dominate the
conductivity in d.c., LF and microwave frequencies
(Moore and Fujita, 1993). Therefore, I (eq. H+ kg-I) is
0.46 (M). Considering the upper limit, 7 (fLYI) in
Antarctica and 12 (fLYI) in Greenland, 7 (tIM) was used
as C for the calculation of Rs in Equation (II). The
estimated Rs is shown in Figure 1 for various temper-
atures between -600 and-20°C. If one considers 12 (pM)
as the upper limit in Greenland, + 4.5 (dB) should be
aclded to the PRC in Figure 1. In the calculation, the
conductivity with C = 7 (pM) was calculated first using
Equation (8). It is shown in Figure 2 as a function of
temperature. Because the parameters (J'o and E in
Equation (\3)were derived from eX"perimentsat tempera-
tures between 5° and -30"C in Fujita and others (1992),
the calculated values below -30°C are extrapolated
values.

(9)

(11)

(J'x
Ll( tan 8) = f

cae '2K.

Rs is calculated as a function of change in acid
concentration by substituting Equation (10) into Equat-
lon . Then E.quation ('3) is

Here, R, could be expressed as a function of acid
concentration, frequency and temperature. EFFECT OF LAYER THICKNESS

Changes in acid concentration

In order to estimate possiblc R" from Equation (II), the
parameter C should be estimated. As a possible upper
limit ofC, we consider 7 (JLM) in Antarctica and 12 (/LM)
in Greenland. The reason is as follows. In Antarctica, for
example in the Byrd Station ice core, the levels of acidity
peaks were 10", I j (fLeq. H + kg-I) (Hammer and others,
1985). The level of the acidity peak in the Vostok ice core
and the South Pole ice core is of a similar magnitude
(figures 3 and 4 in Legrand and others (1987)). In
contrast, in Greenland, most of the acidity peaks in the
Crete icc core, Dye 3 icc core and Camp Century ice core
were below 15 (fLeq. H + kg I) bu t in some extreme cases
the acidity reached as high as about 25 (/teq.H+kg-l)
(figure 2 in Hammer (1980)). When the acid concent-
ration is expressed in molarity, that is the unit C in
Equation (II), the upper limit roughly becomes 7 (fLM)
in Antarctica and 12 (fLM) in Greenland, respectively.
This conversion is based on the fact that most acid peaks
in polar ice cores arc a resul t of volcanic eru ptions and are
usually dominated by H2S04, In polar ice, H2S04 is
considered to exist at three-grain boundaries (\VoHf and
Paren, 1984) as the liquid phase. In the liquid phase, only
almost one hydrogen ion is dissociated from each

Since F is a periodical function of [ and \n as in Equation
(I c), we must consider the effect of F in discussing the PRC
in Equation (Ia). Figure 3 is the variation of F as a
function of them. Here, F was calculated for various I and
was expressed in dB. From the figure, elearly F is very
small when [ is below the order of I em. \Vhen [ is the order
of 10 cm, F increases with increasing frequency. It reaches
a maximum value, about 6 (dB), when .\111/4 reaches [.
However, it suddenly decreases at a higher frequency and
repeats increasing and decreasing. \Vhen [ is of the order of
1m, F oscillates with increasing frequency. These analyses
indicate that layers thicker than several centimetres are
important for the internal reflections. The layer thickness
can be investigated if we observe the frequency at which a
sudden decrease in the signal occurs. If the layer thickness
is grcater than I m, the signal repeats fading and re-
appearing with increasing frequency.

\Vhen the PRC is expressed in dB, it is a summation of
Rs (dB) and F (dB). An example of the PRe due to two
causes is shown in Figure 4. The parameters used in the
calculation are typical ones in an inland region of the
Antarctic ice sheet. This figure shows that the PRC due to
changes in permittivity increase with increasing frequency
when Am/4 is smaller than l, and that the PRe due to
changes in conductivity is constant.

50 ...p--+------if----+--+--+-- •..~~

C.]("") /

'E 40
CIJ
::l..
-30
~'S;
U 20
~
'0 10 "c::
0 ,- "
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-60 -40 -20 0

temperature (0C)

Fig. 2. Conductivity 0/ ice contam17lg acid of 7pJvI,
calculated using Equation (8). It is assumed that 7fL1VI is
the approximate upper limit of acid concentration in acid
peaks in the Antarctic ice sheet.
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Fig. 3. F (dB) in Equation (it) as a function oj
frequenr)' calculated for various l~yer thicknesses, l.
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DISCUSSION

Frequency-dependence and temperature-
dependence

Fig. 4. PRC ( dB) as the summation of Rs (dB) and
F (dB). Typical parameter;- found in the Antarctic ice
sheet are used for calculation.

dB

+ 1.4

-19.0
-8.9

-15.6
-6.2

0.025
0.08
0.037
0.11

0.28

Annual
accumulation rate

m

Table J. F ( dB) calculated from the annual accumulation
rate of both ice sheets

Site

• f= 60 l'vIHz, .Arn = 2.8 m

Examination of previously published RES data

Antarctica
Vostok
South Pole
Dome C
Byrd Station

Greenland
Crete

The difference in PRC in both polar ice sheets
In the light of new knowledge on the causes and the
nature of the internal reflections, we review RES data
that have been published so far. To discuss the
predominant cause of internal reflections, it is important
to compare Rs and the PRC that were observed under
different temperature conditions. A good example is the
difference in the PRe in the Antarctic ice sheet and in the
Greenland icc sheet found by Millar (1982). He found
that the PRC at Crete in Greenland was typically 10-
20 dB greater than the PRC at several sites in East
Antarctica. The frequency he used was 60 MHz.

To estimate the diflerence in Rs in both polar ice
sheets from the difference in PRC, we should first consider
F in both polar ice sheets. Since F is a function of l, we
should consider the difference in l between both ice sheets.
If we consider the difference in the annual layer thickness
between both ice sheets, assuming that the thicknesses of
the reflection layers are of the order of the annual
accumulation rate, F in Greenland is 7.6,,-,20.4 (dB)
larger than those in Antarctica. Table I shows the factor
F when the annual accumulation rate is taken as l. The
annual accumulation rate at each site is cited from
Oeschger and Langway (1989).

The assumption that we used is based on the
observation by Millar (1981 a, b) that the depths of the
internal reflection layers are highly correlatcd with depths
corresponding to the dates of past large volcanic
eruptions. Since Hammer (1980) found that volcanic
eruptions can produce an increased level in the acidity of
precipitation in polar regions 1 or more years after the
eru ption, thicknesses of the layers containing acid
impurity are of the order of the annual accumulation rate.

The calculated difference in F agreed well with the
difference ill the PRC quantitatively. This coincidence
means that Rs is almost the same for both ice sheets. This
result is very important, because Rs is almost the same in
spite of the temperature conditions and the concentration

108

frequency (Hz)

........................ -
"

\

-65
[Q
't:I -70-u:::- -75
+ -80
rncr: -85
IIU -90

~ -95

-100

Now we can assess and compare the magnitude of the PRC
and Rs due to two mechanisms. Since .de' is independent
of frequency and temperature, It, due to changes in ice
fabrics is independent of them. The upper limit of Rs is
between about -60 and -70 dB. These values are large
enough to cause predominant reflections. In contrast, since
changes in loss tangent due to changes in conductivity are
inversely proportional to frequency in Equation (9), Rs is
also inversely proportional to it. It strongly depends also on
temperature. It has a similar magnitude to R due to
changes in ice fabrics only when the frequencies are below
about 100 MHz as in Figure I. These results strongly
suggest that the predominant cause of the internal
reflections is not changes in acidity but changes in ice
fabrics, at least when frequencies about 100 MHz are used.
\Vhen frequencies between about several tens of MHz and
about 100 MHz are used, two causes equally dominate
internal reflections. If further lower frequencies are used,
then the predominant cause is change in acidity.
Considering the temperature-dependence, the results also
suggest that only when changes in conductivity are the
predominant cause, It, is larger in Greenland than in the
central part of Antarctica. The difference in the PRC, Rs
and F in both polar ice sheets is discussed later.

I nversely, the results mean that the dominant cause of
reflection horizons can be investigated by observing
frequency-dependence and temperature-dependence of Rs
or the PRC. If there are two kinds of reflection horizon in
ice sheets, due to permittivity and due to conductivity, the
dependence on frequency will be different from each other.
If the acid concentration in ice sheets and the mechanical
properties of ice (hence ice fabrics) are correlated as has
been discussed by Robin and ~fillar (1982), the contribu-
tion of both causes in single layers can be analysed by
investigating the frequency-dependence of Rs or the PRC.
Such analyses will provide information of the relation
between the changes in acidity and ice fabrics in single
layers. Therefore, analysis of multi-frequency RES data
will provide further information about the internal
reflection layers and the internal structure of the ice sheets.
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of acid in the acidity peak being different for both polar
ice sheets. Therefore, this result suggests that conductivity
was not the predominant cause of internal reflection even
when 60 lYIHz was used. If the predominant cause of
internal reflections is changes in conductivity, differences
in the acidity peak, 12{1Mand 7 {1M,between Greenland
and Antarctica, this should cause a difference in the R, by
about 4.5 dB. The difference between the temperature in
Greenland and in the central part of Antarctica by 20
30cC should also cause a diflerence in Rs of about 10dB.
Their summation, 14.5 dB, should be observed as the
difference in R" when changes in conductivity are a
predominant cause. The lack of such a large difference in
Rs means that internal reflections observed by lYEllar
(1982) were not dominated by changes in conductivity in
spite of the fact that it was observed at 60 MHz.

Correspondence between the la,yer depths in multi-frequenq RES
As for the multi-frequency RES, z-scope records from the
South Pole and Dome C in Antarctica at 60 and 300 MHz
have been given by Millar (198Ib) and Walford (1986).
The records were ones used to investigate the correlation
between the depths of the reHection layers and the dates
of past volcanic eruptions (Millar, 1981a). Although the
internal-layer records at 300 MHz are affected by the
spatial fading pattern, several layer echoes are seen to be
common between the records for Dome e observed at
60 MHz and at 300 MHz at depths between I and 2 km.
Furthermore, considering the Rs at 300 lVIHzin Figure I,
the cause of the layer echoes in the record at 300 MHz
should be attributed to changes in the icc fabrics. It is
noteworthy that yIillar (1981a) found a correlation
between the depths of the reflection layers and the dates
of past volcanic eruptions using the same records at
60 MHz. This fact and the interpretation of the 300 MHz
data suggest that the observed internal laycrs in the
300 MHz records also have high correlation with the
dates of past volcanic eruptions. This further suggests that
changes in ice fabrics cxist at these depths. Since Millar
(1981a, b) indicated that the PRCjage profiles have
common features for laycrs observed at the South Pole,
Vostok, Dome e and two other sites in East Antarctica in
60 lVIHz records, the reflection layers due presumably to
changes in ice fabrics, in the 300 MHz record for Dome e,
may also exist at the other sites in East Antarctica.

The only scenario that consistently explains the above
estimation, observations and discussions are as follows.
Layers that contain matter originating from past volcanic
eruptions have a different fabric pattern from the
enelosing ice layers. It does not depend on whether the
matter is visible or not because most acidity layers are
invisible. This idea is supported by the fact that thc acid
peaks in the Byrd Station ice core were not found in
association with the visible ash layers reported by Gow
and Williamson (Hammer and others, 1985). The cause
of changes in ice fabrics can be eXplained partly by the
discussion by Robin and Millar (1982) that the presence
of additional acid impurities in the ice may change the
mechanical properties of the ice and that consequently
the radio-echo layers may indicate the easy glide plane
and hence the ice fabrics. The changes in ice fabrics
predominantly caused internal reflections both at
60 MHz and at 300 YIHz, although changes in acidity

might be one of the dominant causes at 60 MHz.
However, since the echoes are very clear at the crest of
the ice sheet and around the summits of the ice sheet in
the central part of East Antarctica (e.g. Robin and others,
1977; Millar, 1981b), around such places the formation
process of the contrast of fabric patterns cannot be
eXplained only by the shear motion of the icc sheet.
Another mechanism that is related to grain growth may
exist, such as, crystal size is highly correlated with acidity
(e.g. Langway and others, 1988).

CONCLUSION

The present study showed that possible maximum Rs
and PRe are due to changes in crystal-orientation
fabrics and are due to changes in acid concentration as
a function of frequency and temperature. The estima-
tions were based on the dielectric properties of ice
measured in the laboratory. The former mechanism can
produce predominant radio-echo reflections at deep
layers in polar ice sheets. In contrast, the latter
mechanism can be dominant at frequencies below
about 60 MHz. The different frequency-dependence of
different mechanisms means that the predominant
cause of internal reHections can be finally determined
by observing the frequency-dependence of the reHection
coefficients. An examination of the RES data that have
been published so far suggested that changes in ice
fabrics exist at depths corresponding to the dates of past
volcanic eruptions. If our discussions are entirely
correct, the next interest is the quantitative relation
between acidity, mechanical properties of ice, strain in
each layer and the grain-growth process. This can be
investigated quantitatively by careful investig-ations of
the multi-frequency RES data and/or directly by ice-
core analysis. These studies arc necessary for a correct
understanding of the internal horizons and of the
internal structure of polar ice sheets.
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